Single Sign-On Request

Q1 Please begin by entering the basic information needed for your single sign-on request.

☐ Requestor Name (1) __________________________________________________

☐ Requestor Email (4) __________________________________________________

☐ Name of the application to receive single sign-on (9) __________________________

☐ Branded name (if applicable) (10) ____________________________________________

☐ Who will be the Purdue departmental contact to assist in testing once single sign-on is set up? (12) __________________________________________________

☐ Who will be the Purdue application administrator? (14) _________________________

☐ Is this request associated with a current project? (5) ____________________________

☐ If yes, Name of the Project Manager (3) ______________________________________

☐ What is the implementation timeline for your request? (6) ______________________

☐ What is the earliest date that single sign-on can be set up? (11) __________________

☐ Has this application been purchased yet? (7) _________________________________

☐ What is the application contract renewal cycle? (13) __________________________
Q9 Has a Purdue security review been initiated?

- Yes (1)
- No (2)

Skip To: End of Block If Has a Purdue security review been initiated? = Yes

Q56 You indicated that a Purdue security review has not been initiated. This is a requirement for all Purdue application implementations. Please go to the following page to submit a security review request: https://www.purdue.edu/securepurdue/services/solution-services-review.php

- Ok (1)

End of Block: General Questions

Start of Block: Vendor Information

Q13 Please complete the following Vendor information:

- Vendor name (4) ___________________________________________________
- Vendor URL (8) ___________________________________________________
- Vendor Technical Contact Name (5) ___________________________________
- Vendor Technical Contact E-mail (6) _________________________________
- Vendor Technical Contact Phone Number (7) ___________________________

End of Block: Vendor Information

Start of Block: Block 8
Q54 The next group of questions are more technical in nature. Select Continue to proceed with answering these technical questions. If you would like to skip this section, select Skip and IAMO will reach out to you to schedule a short consultation.

○ Continue  (1)

○ Skip  (2)

End of Block: Block 8

Start of Block: Application Information

Q18 Please complete the following technical information:

○ Is the vendor part of InCommon?  (22)

○ What is this application being used for?  (23)

○ Who will have access to this application? (i.e., departments)  (24)

○ Will the user need to access the application through a VPN?  (25)

○ How will users access the system? (i.e., URL, linked from a webpage)  (26)

○ Will there be a non-production environment?  (27)

○ Will this application be hosted by Purdue or in the cloud?  (28)

○ What campuses will have access to utilize this application?  (29)
Q21 Is this application replacing an existing service?

- No  (1)
- Yes  (2)

Skip To: End of Block If Is this application replacing an existing service? = No

Q22 You indicated this application will be replacing an existing service. What service will this application be replacing?

________________________________________________________________

End of Block: Application Information

Start of Block: Authentication

Q36 Additional questions:

- What single sign-on protocols are supported by the vendor?  (7)
  ___________________________________________________________________

- What attributes are required for this application?  (4)
  ___________________________________________________________________

- Who is responsible for setting up single sign-on on the application side?  (5)
  ___________________________________________________________________

- Please provide a URL of the vendor’s metadata and/or vendor’s documentation explaining their single sign-on set-up process here.  (6)
  ___________________________________________________________________

- Has the vendor supplied a list of roles that are standard within the system?  (8)
  ___________________________________________________________________

- How will accounts be created in this application?  (9)
  ___________________________________________________________________

- How will permissions, rights and roles be set up?  (10)
  ___________________________________________________________________

End of Block: Authentication
Q58 What attributes are required for this application? Select all that apply.

☐ uid (1)
☐ mail (2)
☐ displayName (3)
☐ cn (4)
☐ sn (5)
☐ givenName (6)
☐ employee Number (7)
☐ employee Type (8)
☐ eduPersonPrincipal Name (ePPN) (9)
☐ eduPersonScoopedAffiliation (10)
☐ eduPersonTargetedID (11)
☐ eduCourseOffering (12)
☐ Other (13) ____________________________________________________________________
Q55 You have selected an IAMO technical consultation. An IAMO consultant will reach out to you to schedule this session shortly. Please select "End Survey" below.

☐ End Survey (1)